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Now you have to create a dictionary with the commands for Crackonosh. ~/Crackonosh/dictionary.txt
should have contents of ddos... /ntfs_win8-crackonosh.... wksprtcli.dll. In order to extract hashes

from the traffic I've used PcapExtractor from the AmigaOS4 package. This program supports well the
authentication handshake and is known for faster cracking. The following command line worked fine
for me: pcap_extractor.exe --pcap test.pcap -hashes 1 -sha3_512 I've also read in the hashcat forum

that we can use our own custom dazwords instead of the generated keys that comes with this
distribution. So instead of creating the dictionary manually I downloaded the dictionary from the

website. Again, it works like a charm. Here is the command that works for me: netminer_crack.exe
--dictionary dazdict.txt -r /Crackonosh/ssu/linksys -oset bits -o tftpuset:1234 I'm going to read up on
basic tools that will be needed for my next phase of research. I will need to create a dictionary file to

crack the password. This will be fairly trivial. I will be using probably OpenOffice Calc - There is a
printable version of it. I will need the English dictionary and a large random file to use. Using MS

Paint I created a picture of a Dictionary. Then I will need a way to open the image file. I will be using
GIMP. The reality is that, if you are not well educated on the difference between the terms *entropy,
hash function and brute force*, a low-entropy password can actually have a very high probability of

being brute forced with modern password cracking software. That does not mean that it can be brute
forced. but that it might be cracked with 1,000 or more tries. The best entropy password out there is

also subject to entropy attacks by a well designed password cracker. But don’t write off your
password just yet!
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